Reduces your chances of being ordinary

**FeW CAN COMPARE.**

Thompson Choppers combines their passion for building and riding with skilled craftsmanship to produce hand-built motorcycle frames and components.

When you’re ready to build your next custom bike, make sure to start with the best components. Thompson Choppers specializes in producing all the major parts you’ll need for your build including frames, gas tanks, oil tanks, fenders and springer forks.

Unlike most shops, our primary business is building motorcycle and chopper frames. We offer frames built to any specifications, as well as our own line of production frames. We manufacturer Rigid, Softail or Swingarm in many configurations you’re looking for. From pro-street to bobber to full blown choppers, we have a set-up to fit your next build. All of our frame fabrication is done with precision jigs and fixtures and uses the finest DOM tubing available. Each frame is TIG welded for strength. All frames or rolling chassis kit comes with an MSO, which you’ll need for titling.

**ALL FRAMES ARE BUILT TO ORDER**

All of our frames are available with many options. If your looking for a custom rake & stretch, drop seat, curved tubing, custom down tubes, or a specific look, we’ve got you covered. And again, any of our frame models are available in either Rigid, Softail or Swingarm versions.

Visit Our Website for Full Specs & Details

---

417.864.7242
www.thompsonchoppers.com
Visit Our Website For Full Details
All of our rollers are built custom and to your spec, with your choice of frame style. All rollers are pre-assembled and components are mounted so you can ensure a perfect fit. Our kits include many upgrade options, but if you don’t see something you want, just ask. Please check our website for examples.

To build a great custom bike you need a great foundation. Let us take the guess work out of your next build. Thompson Choppers offers a variety of rolling chassis kits designed in various stages to fit your needs. We have carefully selected complementary components as the starting point for our rollers. From basic to almost finished, we offer many options and specs. Just call, or check our website for details.

**ROLLING CHASSIS KITS - BUILT TO ORDER**

- **Stage 1 - Rolling Chassis Kit**
  - Base Model Includes:
    - Frame: Rigid (Built to Spec)
    - Wheels: 60 Spoke / Chrome
    - Tires: 21" Front - 180mm Rear
    - Forks: Wide Glide - Chrome
    - Gas Tank: 4.5 Gal Teardrop
    - Oil Tank: Round or Horsehoe
    - Fenders: Front & Rear Blanks
    - Handlebars: Ape or Drag bars

- **Stage 2 - Rolling Chassis Kit**
  - Base Model Includes:
    - Frame: Rigid (Built to Spec)
    - Wheels: 60 Spoke / Chrome
    - Tires: 21" Front - 180mm Rear
    - Forks: Wide Glide - Chrome
    - Gas Tank: 4.5 Gal Teardrop
    - Oil Tank: Round or Horsehoe
    - Fenders: Front & Rear Blanks
    - Handlebars: Ape or Drag bars
    - Gas Tank: 4.5 Gal Teardrop
    - Oil Tank: Round or Horsehoe
    - Fenders: Front & Rear Blanks
    - Handlebars: Ape or Drag bars

- **Stage 3 - Rolling Chassis Kit**
  - Base Model Includes:
    - Frame: Rigid (Built to Spec)
    - Wheels: 60 Spoke / Chrome
    - Tires: 21" Front - 180mm Rear
    - Forks: Wide Glide - Chrome
    - Gas Tank: 4.5 Gal Teardrop
    - Oil Tank: Round or Horsehoe
    - Fenders: Front & Rear Blanks
    - Handlebars: Ape or Drag bars
    - Gas Tank: 4.5 Gal Teardrop
    - Oil Tank: Round or Horsehoe
    - Fenders: Front & Rear Blanks
    - Handlebars: Ape or Drag bars

**GAS TANKS**

- All of our gas tanks are hand built from 16 gauge cold rolled steel stampings and TIG welded. Each tank is pressure tested. All gas tanks are custom built to order and can be built narrow or wide, short or long. Each tank includes pop-up cap with center, right or dual fill options. Standard tunnel width is 2¼". Tunnels can be adjusted to sit high or low on your frame. Each tank has 4 hidden, threaded mounts with 2 crossover fittings, as well as a threaded petcock fitting.

**FENDER BLANKS**

- Our fender blanks are spun and constructed from 12 gauge cold rolled steel and TIG welded. Every fender is built to order. Each blank is a full 180° with a minimum of 6" sidewall. Custom shaping, cutting and mounting also available.

**HANDLEBARS**

- All handlebars are built in-house and available in 1", 1.25", 1.5" sizes. All bars are shipped gloss black or in raw steel.

**OIL TANKS**

- Oil tanks are available with side fill or top fill, and choice of with or without built-in battery box.